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FOREWORD
It is a great pleasure and honour to acknowledge

accessible justice can be achieved, the tools that

the tireless dedication and endless commitment of the

can assist people in dealing with their legal needs

members of the Action Committee on Access to Justice

effectively and expeditiously, and changes to the

in Civil and Family Matters by writing a foreword to this

system that will improve access to justice.

final report. As this report marks the conclusion of the
first phase of the Action Committee’s work, allow me to
reflect on how we arrived this far.

Under the leadership of the Honourable Thomas A.
Cromwell and each working group’s chair, the working
groups have produced reports that outline the concrete

Let me start by saying that the problem of access to

challenges and provide a rational, coherent and

justice is not a new one. As long as justice has existed,

imaginative vision for meeting those challenges. They

there have been those who struggled to access it.

focus not only on good ideas, but on concrete actions

But as Canadians celebrated the new millennium, it

to change the status quo. The Action Committee’s final

became clear that we were increasingly failing in our

report bridges the work of the four working groups and

responsibility to provide a justice system that was

identifies a national roadmap for improving the ability

accessible, responsive and citizen-focused. Reports told

of every Canadian to access the justice system.

us that cost, delays, long trials, complex procedures
and other barriers were making it impossible for more
and more Canadians to exercise their legal rights.

Our task is far from complete. The next step is
implementation – to put the Action Committee’s
vision into action. But it is not amiss to celebrate

Fortunately, governments, organizations, and many

what we have achieved thus far: a plan for practical

individuals responded to the plea for change. Across

and achievable actions that will improve access to

the country they embarked on initiatives aimed at

family and civil justice across Canada. This could not

improving access to justice. However, too often, these

have been accomplished without the contribution

initiatives proceeded in isolation from one another.

of all the individuals and organizations involved with

Despite much hard work, it became increasingly clear

the Action Committee. I thank you all for bringing

that what was required was a national discussion and a

accessible justice for all Canadians a significant step

coordinated action strategy to access to justice. So, in

closer to reality.

2008, the Action Committee was convened.
The Action Committee is composed of leaders in

Beverley McLachlin, P.C.
Chief Justice of Canada

the civil and family justice community and a public
representative, each representing a different part of
the justice system. Its aim is to help all stakeholders
in the justice system develop consensus priorities for
civil and family justice reform and to encourage them
to work together in a cooperative and collaborative
way to improve access to justice.
The Action Committee identified four priority areas:
access to legal services, court processes simplification,
family law, and prevention, triage and referral. In each
area, a working group was formed to look at specific
ways of improving access to justice. Each working
group has now issued its final report, identifying how
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There is a serious access to justice problem in Canada.

When thinking about access to justice, the starting

The civil and family justice system is too complex, too

point and consistent focus of the Action Committee

slow and too expensive. It is too often incapable of

is on the broad range of legal problems experienced

producing just outcomes that are proportional to the

by the public — not just those that are adjudicated by

problems brought to it or reflective of the needs of

courts. As we detail in part 1 of this report, there are

the people it is meant to serve. While there are many

clearly major access to justice gaps in Canada.

dedicated people trying hard to make it work and there

For example:

have been many reform efforts, the system continues
to lack coherent leadership, institutional structures that

•

1 legal problem in a given 3 year period. Few will

can design and implement change, and appropriate

have the resources to solve them.

coordination to ensure consistent and cost effective
reform. Major change is needed.

Nearly 12 million Canadians will experience at least

•

Members of poor and vulnerable groups are
particularly prone to legal problems. They

This report has three purposes:

experience more legal problems than higher

•

income earners and more secure groups.

to promote a broad understanding of what we
mean by access to justice and of the access to

•

•

•

People’s problems multiply; that is, having one

justice problem facing our civil and family justice

kind of legal problem can often lead to other legal,

system;

social and health related problems.

to identify and promote a new way of thinking —

•

Finally, legal problems have social and economic

a culture shift — to guide our approach to reform;

costs. Unresolved legal problems adversely affect

and

people’s lives and the public purse.

to provide an access to justice roadmap for real
improvement.

The report does not set out to provide detailed
guidance on how to improve all aspects of the civil
and family justice system across Canada’s ten provinces
and three territories. That needs to come largely
from the ground up, through strong mechanisms and
institutions developed locally. Local service providers,
justice system stakeholders and individual champions
must be the change makers. This report can, however,
help fill the need for a coordinated and collaborative
national voice — a change agent — providing a multiparty justice system vision and an overall goal-based
roadmap for change. The ways of the past — often

The current system, which is inaccessible to so many
and unable to respond adequately to the problem, is
unsustainable.
In part 2 of this report we offer six guiding principles
for change, which amount to a shift in culture:
1. Put the Public First
2. Collaborate and Coordinate
3. Prevent and Educate
4. Simplify, Make Coherent, Proportional
and Sustainable
5. Take Action

working in silos and reinventing wheels — are not
sustainable. A coordinated, although not centralized,
national reform effort is needed. Innovative thinking at
all levels will be critical for success.

6. Focus on Outcomes
Taken together, these principles spell out the elements
of an overriding culture of reform that is a precondition
for developing specific measures of change and
implementation.
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Part 3 of this report provides a nine-point access to

Although we face serious access to justice challenges,

justice roadmap designed to bridge the implementation

there are many reasons to be optimistic about our

gap between ideas and action. It sets out three main

ability to bridge the current implementation gap

areas for reform: (A) specific civil and family justice

by pursuing concrete access to justice reforms.

innovations, (B) institutions and structures, and (C)

People within and beyond the civil and family justice

research and funding:

system are increasingly engaged by access to justice
challenges and many individuals and organizations are

A. Innovation Goals

already working hard for change. We hope that the
work of the Action Committee and in particular this

1. Refocus the Justice System to Reflect and

report will lead to:

Address Everyday Legal Problems

•

family access to justice within 5 years;

2. Make Essential Legal Services Available to
Everyone

•

a national access to justice policy framework that
is widely accepted and adopted;

3. Make Courts and Tribunals Fully Accessible MultiService Centres for Public Dispute Resolution

a measurable and significant increase in civil and

•

local jurisdictions putting in place strategies
and mechanisms for meaningful and sustainable

4. Make Coordinated and Appropriate
Multidisciplinary Family Services Easily Accessible

change;
•

a permanent national body being created and
supported to promote, guide and monitor

B. Institutional and Structural Goals

meaningful local and national access to justice
initiatives;

5. Create Local and National Access to Justice
Implementation Mechanisms

•

access to civil and family justice becoming a topic
of general civic discussion and engagement –

6. Promote a Sustainable, Accessible and

an issue of everyday individual and community

Integrated Justice Agenda through Legal Education

interest and wellbeing; and

7. Enhance the Innovation Capacity of the Civil and
Family Justice System

•

the public being placed squarely at the centre of all
meaningful civil and family justice education and
reform efforts.

C. Research and Funding Goals
8. Support Access to Justice Research to Promote
Evidence-Based Policy Making
9. Promote Coherent, Integrated and Sustained
Funding Strategies
Access to justice is at a critical stage in Canada.
What is needed is major, sustained and collaborative
system-wide change – in the form of cultural and
institutional innovation, research and funding-based
reform. This report provides a multi-sector national
plan for reform. The approach is to provide leadership
through the promotion of concrete development goals.
These are recommended goals, not dictates. Specific
local conditions or problems call for locally tailored
approaches and solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Today we take an important step on the road to

highlight of my professional life. We were greatly

improved access to civil and family justice in Canada.

assisted by the logistical support of the Canadian

Through this report, the Action Committee on Access

Forum on Civil Justice, the Canadian Judicial Council,

to Justice in Civil and Family Matters makes the case

the Justice Education Society of British Columbia

that we must make changes urgently, that we must take

and the Department of Justice for Canada where a

a collaborative, cooperative and systemic approach

dedicated group of people made up our highly efficient

and, above all else, that we must act in a sustained and

and effective secretariat without which we could not

focused way. We are building on firm foundations, but

have completed our work.

the structure urgently needs attention. The goal should
be nothing less than to make our system of civil and
family justice the most just and accessible in the world.
As one speaker put it recently, we must think
big together.

We were also assisted by funding from Alberta Justice
and Solicitor General, the Law Foundation of British
Columbia and the Federation of Law Societies of
Canada. Owen Rees, the Executive Legal Officer to
the Chief Justice of Canada and my judicial assistant,

The Action Committee is a group broadly

Me Michelle Fournier have contributed far beyond the

representative of all sectors of the civil and family

call of duty. Diana Lowe, Q.C., the founding Executive

justice system as well as of the public. Its report is

Director of the Forum was instrumental in the launch

the product of a stakeholder driven process and it is

of the Action Committee. Professor Trevor Farrow of

offered as a report back to all of the stakeholders in the

Osgoode Hall Law School and Chair of the Board of

civil and family justice system for their consideration

the Forum has played an invaluable role not only as

and action. While the release of this report is the

an active member of the Action Committee but also

culmination of the work of the Action Committee, it

as the one who held the pen during the preparation

is only the beginning of the process for reform. We

of this report.

must build the mechanisms that can instigate, manage
and evaluate change in ways that are suitable to the
widely varying needs and priorities of jurisdictions
and regions. We must define specific problems, design
solutions, and implement and monitor their success
or failure. We must learn how to work together more

Finally, I offer my thanks to Chief Justice McLachlin
for having the vision to establish the Action Committee
and for providing me with the opportunity to be part
of it.
Thomas A. Cromwell

effectively in the public interest.
I hope that this report will provide an impetus for
meaningful change, some effective models to facilitate
the sort of collaborative and cooperative work that I
believe is essential and a menu of innovative ideas and
possibilities for everyone working at the provincial,
territorial and local levels. The real work begins now.
The members of the Action Committee, its Steering
Committee and its four Working Groups have all
worked tirelessly and as volunteers to make the
Committee’s work possible. Working with these
accomplished and committed people has been a
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PART 1
Access to Civil and Family Justice:
Urgent Need for Change

OVERVIEW

“ [A]ccess

to justice is
the most
important
issue facing
the legal
system .1

”

There is a serious access to justice problem in Canada.
The civil and family justice system is too complex, too slow and
too expensive. It is too often incapable of producing just outcomes
that are proportional to the problems brought to it or reflective of
the needs of the people it is meant to serve.2 While there are many
dedicated people trying hard to make it work and there have been
many reform efforts, the system continues to lack coherent leadership,
institutional structures that can design and implement change, and
appropriate coordination to ensure consistent and cost effective
reform. Major change is needed.

PURPOSE
This report has three purposes:
(in part 1) to promote a broad understanding of what we mean by access to justice
and of the access to justice problem facing our civil and family justice system;
(in part 2) to identify and promote a new way of thinking — a culture shift — to guide
our approach to reform; and (in part 3) to provide an access to justice roadmap for
real improvement. The report does not set out to provide detailed, line-item guidance
on how to improve all aspects of the civil and family justice system across Canada’s
ten provinces and three territories. That needs to come largely from the ground
up, through strong mechanisms and institutions developed locally. Local service
providers, justice system stakeholders and individual champions must be the change
makers. This report can, however, help fill the need for a coordinated and collaborative
national voice — a change agent — providing a multi-party justice system vision and
an overall goal-based roadmap for change. The ways of the past — often working
in silos and reinventing wheels — are not sustainable. A coordinated, although not
centralized, national reform effort is needed. Put simply, we should “think systemically
and act locally.”3 Innovative thinking at all levels will be critical for success.
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ACCESS TO JUSTICE: AN EXPANSIVE VISION
The formal
system is, of
course, important.
But a more
expansive, usercentered vision
of an accessible
civil and family
justice system
is required.

When thinking about access to justice, the starting point and consistent focus of
the Action Committee is on the broad range of legal problems experienced by the
public — not just those that are adjudicated by courts.4 Key to this understanding of
the justice system is that it looks at everyday legal problems from the point of view of
the people experiencing them. Historically, access to justice has been a concept that
centered on the formal justice system (courts, tribunals, lawyers and judges) and its
procedures.5 The formal system is, of course, important. But a more expansive, usercentered vision of an accessible civil and family justice system is required. We need a
system that provides the necessary institutions, knowledge, resources and services to
avoid, manage and resolve civil and family legal problems and disputes. That system
must be able to do so in ways that are as timely, efficient, effective, proportional and
just as possible:
•

by preventing disputes and by early management of legal issues;

•

through negotiation and informal dispute resolution services; and

•

where necessary, through formal dispute resolution by tribunals and courts.

Important elements of this vision include:
•

public awareness of rights, entitlements, obligations and responsibilities;

•

public awareness of ways to avoid or prevent legal problems;

•

ability to participate effectively in negotiations to achieve a just outcome;

•

ability to effectively utilize non-court and court dispute resolution procedures;
and

•

institutions and mechanisms designed to implement accessible civil and family
justice reforms.

CURRENT GAPS IN ACCESS TO JUSTICE — THE PROBLEM
1. Everyday Legal Problems
Civil justice problems are “pervasive in the lives of Canadians” and frequently have
negative impacts on them.6
•

Many People Have Everyday Legal Problems. Nearly 12 million Canadians will
experience at least 1 legal problem in a given 3 year period.7 In the area of family
law alone, annual averages indicate that approximately 40% of marriages will end
in divorce.8 These are the problems of everyday people in everyday life.9

•

The Poor and the Vulnerable are Particularly Prone to Legal Problems.
Individuals with lower incomes and members of vulnerable groups experience
more legal problems than higher income earners and members of more secure
groups.10 For example, people who self-identify as disabled are more than 4 times
more likely to experience social assistance problems and 3 times more likely to
experience housing related problems, and people who self-identify as aboriginal
are nearly 4 times more likely to experience social assistance problems.11
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•

We need a
stronger and
more effective
civil and family
justice system
that is viewed and
experienced as
such by the public

Problems Multiply. One kind of legal problem (for example, domestic violence)
often leads to, or is aggravated by, others (such as relationship breakdown, child
education issues, etc.).12 Legal problems also have momentum: the more legal
problems an individual experiences, the greater the likelihood that she or he
will experience others.13 Legal problems also tend to lead to other problems of
other types. For example, almost 40% of people with one or more legal problems
reported having other social or health related problems that they directly
attributed to a justiciable problem.14

•

Legal Problems Have Social and Economic Costs. Unresolved legal problems
adversely affect people’s lives, their finances and the public purse. They of course
tend to make people’s lives difficult.15 Unresolved problems relating (for example)
to debt, housing, and social services lead to social exclusion, which may in turn
lead to a dependency on government assistance.16 One recent U.K. study reported
that unresolved legal problems cost individuals and the public £13 billion over a
3.5 year period.17

2. Importance Of Accessible Justice
To address these problems, we need a stronger and more effective civil and family
justice system that is viewed and experienced as such by the public. This is critically
important for the daily lives of people and for the social, political and economic
well-being of society. For the system to be strong and effective, people must have
meaningful access to it.18

3. The Current System Has Serious Gaps In Access
According to a wide range of justice system indicators and stakeholders, Canada is
facing major access to justice challenges. For example, in the area of access to civil
justice Canada ranked 13th out of 29 high-income countries in 2012-2013 and 16th
out of 23 high-income countries in 2011.19 According to the 2011 study, Canada’s
ranking was “partially explained by shortcomings in the affordability of legal advice
and representation, and the lengthy duration of civil cases.”20
These international indicators tell us two things. First, Canada has a functioning justice
system that is well regarded by many countries in the world. Second, improvement is
urgently needed. There is a major gap between what legal services cost and what the
vast majority of Canadians can afford. Some cost indicators are:
•

Legal Aid Funding and Coverage is Not Available for Most People and Problems.
Legal aid funding is available only for those of extremely modest means. For
example in Ontario, legal aid funding is generally only available for individuals
with a gross annual salary of less than $18,000, or for a family of 4 with a total
gross annual salary of $37,000.21 In Alberta, legal aid funding is generally only
available for individuals with a net annual salary of approximately $16,000, or
for a family of 4 with a total net annual salary of approximately $30,000.22 In
Manitoba23 and Saskatchewan,24 the eligibility levels for individuals and families of
4 are, respectively, gross annual salaries of $14,000 and $27,000 and net annual
salaries of $11,800 and $22,800. Even within these financial eligibility ranges,
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legal aid covers only a limited number of areas of legal services.25 For example, in

“

The
language
of justice tends
to be ... foreign to
most people

Ontario, but for some civil matters covered by community, specialty and student
clinics, legal aid coverage for civil matters does not exist.26
•

The Cost of Legal Services and Length of Proceedings is Increasing. Legal fees
in Canada vary significantly; however, one recent report provides a rough range of

”

national average hourly rates from approximately $195 (for lawyers called in 2012)
to $380 (for lawyers called in 1992 and earlier).27 Rates can vary from this range

- participant in a recent

significantly depending on jurisdiction, type of case, seniority and experience.

survey on access to justice

The cost of civil and family matters also varies significantly. For example, national
ranges of legal fees are recently reported to be $13,561 - $37,229 for a civil
action up to trial (2 days), $23,083 - $79,750 for a civil action up to trial (5 days),
$38,296 - $124,574 for a civil action up to trial (7 days), and $12,333 - $36,750
for a civil action appeal.28 The length and cost of legal matters have continued
to increase.29

4. Unmet Legal Needs
Most people earn too much money to qualify for legal aid, but too little to afford the
legal services necessary to meaningfully address any significant legal problem. The
system is essentially inaccessible for all of these people.30 Below
are some of the indicators.
•

Unmet Legal Needs. According to one recent American study, as much as 70%90% of legal needs in society go unmet.31 This statistic is particularly troubling
given what we know about the negative impacts of justiciable problems,
particularly those that go unresolved.32 In Canada, over 20% of the population
take no meaningful action with respect to their legal problems, and over 65%
think that nothing can be done, are uncertain about their rights, do not know
what to do, think it will take too much time, cost too much money or are simply
afraid.33

•

Cost is a Major Factor. Of those who do not seek legal assistance, recent reports
indicate that between 42% and 90% identified cost — or at least perceived cost —
as the reason for not doing so.34 An important result of the inaccessibility of legal
services and the fact that many people do nothing to address their legal problems
is that a proportion of legal problems that could be resolved relatively easily at an
earlier stage escalate and shift to ones that require expensive legal services and
court time down the road.35

•

Self-Representation. As a result of the inaccessibility of early assistance, legal
services and dispute resolution assistance, as well as the complexity and length
of formal procedures, approximately 50% of people try to solve their problems
on their own with no or minimal legal or authoritative non-legal assistance.36
Many people — often well over 50% (depending on the court and jurisdiction)
— represent themselves in judicial proceedings (usually not by choice).37 The
number is equally — and often more — significant and troubling in family court
proceedings.38 And statistics indicate that individuals who receive legal assistance
are between 17% and 1,380% more likely to receive better results than those who
do not.39
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Not surprisingly, people’s attitudes towards the system reflect this reality. According

What is needed is
major, sustained
and collaborative
system-wide
change — in the
form of cultural
and institutional
innovation,
research and
funding-based
reform.

to a recent study of self-represented litigants in the Canadian court system, various
court workers were of the view that the “civil system [is] ... very much open to abuse
by those with more money at their disposal”; and the “general public has no idea
about court procedures, requirements, the language, who or where to go for help”.40
Further, according to a recent study, people expressed similar concerns about access
to justice, including the following:
•

“I don’t have much faith in the lawyers and the system”;

•

the “language of justice tends to be ... foreign to most people”;

•

“[p]eople with money have access to more justice than people without”;

•

I think there are a lot of people who don’t ... understand what the justice system is
or how to use it – struggling to earn a living, dealing with addictions...”; and

•

the justice system “should be equally important as our health care system....”41

5. What is Needed?
There are clearly major access to justice gaps in Canada.42 The current system, which
is inaccessible to so many and unable to respond adequately to the problem, is
unsustainable.43 Two things are urgently needed.
•

First, a new way of thinking — a culture shift — is required to move away from old
patterns and old approaches. We offer six guiding principles for change reflecting
this culture shift in part 2 of this report.

•

Second, a specific action plan — a goal-oriented access to justice roadmap — is
urgently needed. That roadmap, which is set out in part 3 of this report, proposes
goals relating to innovation, institutions and structures, and research and funding.

Taken together, what is needed is major, sustained and collaborative system-wide
change — in the form of cultural and institutional innovation, research and fundingbased reform.
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PART 2
Moving Forward:
Six Guiding Principles for Change

We need a fresh
approach and
a new way of
thinking

CULTURE SHIFT
Many dedicated people in our civil and family justice system do their best to make the
system work and many reform efforts have been put forward in past years. However,
it is now clear that the previous approach to access to justice problems and solutions,
far from succeeding, has produced our present, unsustainable situation.
We need a fresh approach and a new way of thinking. In short, we need a significant
shift in culture to achieve meaningful improvement to access to justice in Canada — a
new culture of reform. As Lawrence M. Friedman observed, “law reform is doomed to
failure if it does not take legal culture into account.”44
This new culture of reform should be based on six guiding principles. Taken together,
these principles spell out the elements of an overriding culture of reform. A new way
of thinking, while important, is not enough. We also need innovative ideas, creative
solutions and specific goals, as we set out in part 3. A full embrace of a new culture of
reform is a precondition for developing those more specific measures.45

SIX GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR CHANGE
Here are six guiding principles that make up this new culture.

Guiding Principles For Change
1. Put the Public First
2. Collaborate and Coordinate
3. Prevent and Educate
4. Simplify, Make Coherent, Proportional and Sustainable
5. Take Action
6. Focus on Outcomes
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1. Put the Public First

The focus must
be on the people
who need to use
the system

We need to change our primary focus. Too often, we focus inward on how the system
operates from the point of view of those who work in it. For example, court processes
— language, location, operating times, administrative systems, paper and filing
requirements, etc. — typically make sense and work for lawyers, judges and court
staff. They often do not make sense or do not work for litigants.
The focus must be on the people who need to use the system. This focus must include
all people, especially members of immigrant, aboriginal and rural populations and
other vulnerable groups. Litigants, and particularly self-represented litigants, are not,
as they are too often seen, an inconvenience; they are why the system exists.46
Until we involve those who use the system in the reform process, the system will not
really work for those who use it. As one court administrator recently commented, we
need to “change ... how we do business within the context of courts.”47 Those of us
working within the system need to remember that it exists to serve the public. That
must be the focus of all reform efforts.

2. Collaborate and Coordinate
We also need to focus on collaboration and coordination. The administration of justice
in Canada is fragmented. In fact, it is hard to say that there is a system — as opposed
to many systems and parts of systems. Justice services are delivered at various levels
in this country — national, provincial and territorial, and often regional, local and
sectoral as well.48
Within our current constitutional, administrative and sectoral frameworks, much more
collaboration and coordination is not only needed but achievable. We can and must
improve collaboration and coordination not only across and within jurisdictions, but
also across and within all sectors and aspects of the justice system (civil, family, early
dispute resolution, courts, tribunals, the Bar, the Bench, court administration, the
academy, the public, etc.). We can and must improve collaboration, coordination and
service integration with other social service sectors and providers as well.
We are long past the time for reinventing wheels. We can no longer afford to ignore
what is going on in different regions and sectors and miss opportunities for sharing
and collaboration.49 Openness, proactivity, collaboration and coordination must
animate how we approach improving access to justice at all levels and across all
sectors of the system.50 In sum, we all — those who use the justice system and those
who work within the justice community — are in this project together. A just society is
in all of our interest.

3. Prevent and Educate
We need to focus not only on resolving disputes but on preventing them as well.
Access to justice has often been thought of as access to courts and lawyers.51
However, we know that everyday legal problems mostly occur outside of formal
justice structures.52 This insight should lead us to fundamentally re-think how we
approach legal problems in terms of preventing them from happening where possible,
and when they do occur, providing those who experience them with adequate
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information and resources to deal with them in an efficient and effective way.53 As

To make a
meaningful
difference in
the lives of the
people who
rely on the
justice system,
we need to
move beyond
“wise words”
and bridge the
“implementation
gap”

the Action Committee’s Prevention, Triage and Referral Working Group indicated,
“Avoiding problems or the escalation of problems, and/or early resolution of problems
is generally cheaper and less disruptive than resolution using the courts. To borrow
Richard Susskind’s observation, ‘it is much less expensive to build a fence at the top
of a cliff than to have need of an expensive ambulance at the bottom.’”54

4. Simplify, Make Coherent, Proportional and Sustainable
We must work to make things simple, coherent, proportional and sustainable. One
aspect of this task, building on the “public first” principle set out above, is the public’s
understanding of the system. The Canadian Bar Association acknowledged the
system’s complexity in its 1996 Systems of Civil Justice Task Force Report:
“Many aspects of the civil justice system are difficult to understand for those
untrained in the law. Without assistance it is difficult, if not impossible, to gain access
to a system one does not comprehend. Barriers to understanding include:
•

unavailability and inaccessibility of legal information;

•

complexity of the law, its vocabulary, procedures and institutions; and

•

linguistic, cultural and communication barriers.”55

In spite of recent efforts, the civil and family justice system is still too complicated
and largely incomprehensible to all but those with legal training. As one participant
in a recent access to justice survey of the public put it, we need to “make the whole
thing much less complex.”56 Similarly, in a recent study of self-represented litigants,
respondents regularly indicated feeling overwhelmed by the complexity of the
system. One respondent indicated that the “procedure as I read it sounded easy …
but it was anything but.”57 Another indicated that, as a result of the system’s many
procedural steps, “I was eaten alive.”58
Our current formal procedures seem to grow ever more complicated and
disproportionate to the needs of the litigants and the matters involved. Everyday legal
problems need everyday solutions that are timely, fair and cost-effective. Procedures
must be simple and proportional for the entire system to be sustainable. To improve
the system, we need a new way of thinking that concentrates on simplicity, coherence,
proportionality and sustainability at every stage of the process.

5. Take Action
We need research, thinking and deliberation. But for meaningful change to occur, they
are not enough. We also need action. We cannot put off, to another day, formulating
and carrying out a specific and effective action plan. There have been many reports
and reform initiatives, but the concrete results have been extremely modest. As the
Family Justice Working Group indicated, to make a meaningful difference in the lives
of the people who rely on the justice system, we need to move beyond “wise words”
and bridge the “implementation gap.”59
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6. Focus On Outcomes
Our final guiding principle calls for a shift in focus from process to outcomes. We
must be sure our process is just. But we must not just focus on process. We should
not be preoccupied with fair processes for their own sake, but with achieving fair and
just results for those who use the system. Of course fair process is important. But at
the end of the day, what people want most is a safe, healthy and productive life for
themselves, their children and their loved ones. In a recent survey of public views
about justice, one respondent defined justice as “access to society.”60 According to
another respondent: “We’re not even talking access to justice ... we’re talking access
to food, to shelter, to security, to opportunities for ourselves and our kids and until we
deal with that, the other stuff doesn’t make sense.”61
In order to make justice more accessible, we must keep in mind that we are trying to
improve law and process not for their own sake, but rather for the sake of providing
and improving justice in the lives of Canadians. Providing justice — not just in the form
of fair and just process but also in the form of fair and just outcomes — must be our
primary concern.
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PART 3
Bridging the Implementation Gap Through
Justice Development Goals:
A Nine-Point Access To Justice Roadmap

The third part of this report sets out an access to justice roadmap, designed to bridge
the implementation gap between reform ideas and real reform. It sets out three main
areas for reform: (A) specific innovations, (B) institutions and structures, and (C)
research and funding. Within each, we offer specific justice development goals.62
Each of the goals has been significantly influenced by the Action Committee’s
working group reports.63 This part of the report lays out an overall approach to
respond to the serious access to justice problems facing the public within our civil
and family justice system.

Access to Justice Roadmap
A. INNOVATION GOALS
1. Refocus the Justice System to Reflect and Address Everyday
Legal Problems
2. Make Essential Legal Services Available to Everyone
3. Make Courts and Tribunals Fully Accessible Multi-Service Centres for
Public Dispute Resolution
4. Make Coordinated and Appropriate Multidisciplinary Family Services
Easily Accessible

B. INSTITUTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL GOALS
5. Create Local and National Access to Justice Implementation Mechanisms
6. Promote a Sustainable, Accessible and Integrated Justice Agenda through
Legal Education
7. Enhance the Innovation Capacity of the Civil and Family Justice System

C. RESEARCH AND FUNDING GOALS
8. Support Access to Justice Research to Promote Evidence-Based
Policy Making
9. Promote Coherent, Integrated and Sustained Funding Strategies
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A. INNOVATION GOALS64
1. Refocus the Justice System to Reflect and Address Everyday Legal Problems
– By 201865
1.1 Widen the Focus from Dispute Resolution to Education and Prevention
As we saw earlier in part 1,66 people experience and deal with most everyday legal
problems outside of the traditional formal justice system; or put differently, only
a small portion of legal problems — approximately 6.5%67 — ever reach the formal
justice system.68
The justice system must acknowledge this reality by widening its focus from its
current (and expensive) court-based “emergency room” orientation to include
education and dispute prevention. As one member of the public recently commented,
it would be helpful if “a little more money can be spent on education ... to prevent
heading to jail or court, to prevent it before it starts....”69 This shift in focus is designed
to help the most people in the most efficient, effective and just way at the earliest
point in the process.
To achieve this shift, the justice system must be significantly enhanced so that it
provides a flexible continuum of justice services, which includes court services of
course, but which is not dominated by those more expensive services (see Figs. 1 and
2).70 The motto might be: “court if necessary, but not necessarily court.”

1.2 Build a Robust “Front End”: Early Resolution Services Sector
A key element of this expanded continuum of services is a robust, coherent and
coordinated “front end” (prior to more formal court and tribunal related services),
which is referred to by the Action Committee as the Early Resolution Services Sector
(ERSS).71 It is the ERSS that will provide accessible justice services at a time and place
at which most everyday legal problems occur (see Fig. 1).
Figure 1:

Involvement of the ERSS and the Formal Justice System in the Overall
Volume of Legal Problems
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system
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Figure 2: The ERSS and Formal Justice System: Volume of needs vs. cost and
funding allocations
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The ERSS is made up of services such as:
•

community and public legal education;

•

triage (i.e. effective channeling of people to needed services);

•

pro bono services;

•

other in-person, telephone and e-referral services;

•

intermediary referral assistance (help in recognizing legal problems and
connecting them with legal and other services);

•

telephone and e-legal information services;72

•

legal publications programs and in-person and e-law library services;73

•

dispute resolution programs (e.g. family mediation and conciliation services, small
claims mediation, lower cost civil mediation, etc.);

•

various legal aid services, including legal clinics, certificate programs, duty
counsel, etc.;

•

community justice hubs;74

•

co-location of services;75

•

student support services including clinical services, student mediation initiatives,
public interest programs, etc.; and

•

others.76
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Collectively, the ERSS is designed to provide resources that:
•

assist people in clarifying the nature of law and problems that have a legal
component;

•

help people to develop their legal capacity to manage conflicts, resolve problems
earlier by themselves and/or seek early and appropriate assistance;

•

promote early understanding and resolution of legal problems outside the court
system through alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and/or directly by
parties themselves;

•

assist people in navigating the court system efficiently and effectively; and

•

provide effective referrals.

Given the breadth of servies available as part of the ERSS, it is critical that:
•

the ERSS be developed in a coordinated, deliberate and collaborative way (in the
context of all justice services) in order to avoid the kinds of overlap, gaps and
inefficiencies that currently exist;

•

means be established by all those active in this sector and all those providing
funding to engage in action-oriented consultation to define and rationalize this
sector;

•

adequate training for ERSS personnel be provided, including training on how to
coordinate services across the ERSS; and

•

the ERSS be integrated into the formal justice system as part of an expanded
justice system continuum, coordinated as far as possible with the provision of
other services, including social services, health services,77 education, etc., all
with a view to meeting complex and often clustered everyday legal needs.78
Coordination and communication will be critical for this further integration to
take place. Examples of this kind of coordination include community hubs,
coordinated community service centres, etc.79

1.3 Improve Accessibility to and Coordination of Public Legal Information
Providing access to legal information is an important aspect of the ERSS. The good
news is that there is an enormous amount of publicly available legal information in
Canada and that there are active and creative information providers.80 But there
are significant challenges. It is not always clear to the user what information is
authoritative, current or reliable. There is work to be done to improve the accessibility
and in some cases the quality of these resources. The biggest challenge, however, is
the lack of integration and coordination among information providers. A much greater
degree of coordination and integration is required to avoid duplication of effort and
to provide clear paths for the public to reliable information. This could be achieved
through enhanced coordination and cooperation among providers, the development
of regional, sector or national information portals, authoritative online information
hubs,81 virtual self-help information services, certification protocols, a complaints
process, etc.82
1.4 Justice Continuum Must Be Reflective of the Population it Serves
Services within the justice continuum must reflect and be responsive to Canada’s
culturally and geographically diverse population.83 We need to focus on the needs of
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marginalized groups and communities and to recognize that there are many barriers

Access to
justice must
become more
than a vague
and aspirational
principle.

to accessing the formal and informal systems — language, financial status, mental
health capacity, geographical remoteness, gender, class, religion, sexual orientation,
immigration status, culture and aboriginal status. We need to identify these barriers to
access to justice and take steps to eliminate them.

2. Make Essential Legal Services Available to Everyone – By 201884
2.1 Modernize and Expand the Legal Services Sector
Many everyday problems require legal services from legal professionals. For many,
those services are not accessible. Innovations are needed in the way we provide
essential legal services in order to make them available to everyone. The profession —
including the Canadian Bar Association, the Federation of Law Societies of Canada,
law societies, regional and other lawyer associations — will, together with the national
and local access to justice organizations discussed below (see pt.3.B.5), take a
leadership role in this important innovation process.85
Specific innovations and improvements that should be considered and potentially
developed include:86
•

limited scope retainers – “unbundling”;87

•

alternative business and delivery models;88

•

increased opportunities for paralegal services;89

•

increased legal information services by lawyers and qualified non-lawyers;90

•

appropriate outsourcing of legal services;91

•

summary advice and referrals;92

•

alternative billing models;93

•

legal expense insurance94 and broad-based legal care;

•

pro bono and low bono services;95

•

creative partnerships and initiatives designed to encourage expanding access to
legal services – particularly to low income clients;96

•

programs to promote justice services to rural and remote communities as well as
marginalized and equity seeking communities;97 and

•

programs that match unmet legal needs with unmet legal markets.98

2.2 Increase Legal Aid Services and Funding
Legal services provided by lawyers, paralegals and other trained legal service
providers are vital to assuring access to justice in all sectors, particularly for low and
moderate income communities and other rural, remote and marginalized groups
in society. To assist with the provision of these services for civil and family legal
problems, it is essential that the availability of legal aid services for civil and family
legal problems be increased.
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2.3 Make Access to Justice a Central Aspect of Professionalism

The Canadian
justice system is
currently served
by excellent
lawyers, judges,
courts and
tribunals.

Access to justice99 must become more than a vague and aspirational principle. Law
societies and lawyers must see it as part of a modern — “sustainable”100 — notion of
legal professionalism.101 Access to justice should feature prominently in law school
curricula, bar admission and continuing education programs, codes of conduct, etc.102
Mentoring will be important to sustained success. Serving the public — in the form
of concrete and measurable outcomes — should be an increasingly central feature of
professionalism.103

3. Make Courts And Tribunals Fully Accessible Multi-Service Centres for Public
Dispute Resolution – By 2019104
3.1 Courts and Tribunals Must Be Accessible to and Reflective of the Society they
Serve105
The Canadian justice system is currently served by excellent lawyers, judges, courts
and tribunals. The problem is not their quality, but rather their accessibility. While
many of the goals and recommendations considered elsewhere in this report focus on
the parts of the justice system that lie outside of formal dispute resolution processes
(see e.g. Fig. 1), there is still a central role for robust and accessible public dispute
resolution venues. Justice — including a robust court and tribunal system — is very
much a central part of any access to justice discussion. However, to make courts and
tribunals more accessible to more people and more cases, they must be significantly
reformed with the user centrally in mind.106
While maintaining their constitutional and administrative importance in the context
of a democracy governed by the rule of law, courts and tribunals must become much
more accessible to and reflective of the needs of the society they serve. Put simply,
just, creative and proportional processes should be available for all legal problems
that need dispute resolution assistance. We recognize that much has been done.
We also recognize that much more can be done. Further, the resources and support
that are needed for initiatives discussed elsewhere in this report should not come at
the expense of service to the public and respect for other important and ongoing
initiatives that are working to improve access to justice in courts and tribunals.
3.2 Courts and Tribunals Should Become Multi-Service Dispute Resolution Centres
In the spirit of the “multi-door courthouse”,107 a range of dispute resolution services
— negotiation, conciliation and mediation, judicial dispute resolution, mini-trials, etc.,
as well as motions, applications, full trials, hearings and appeals — should be offered
within most courts and tribunals.108 Some form of court-annexed dispute resolution
process — mediation, judicial dispute resolution, etc. — should be more readily
available in virtually all cases. While masters, judges and panel members will do
some of this work, some of it can also be offered by trained court staff, duty counsel,
dispute resolution officers, court-based mediators and others.109
Building on the current administrative law model, specialized court services — e.g.
mental health courts, municipal courts,110 commercial lists, expanded and accessible
small claims and consumer courts, etc. — should be offered within the court or
tribunal structure.
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We may well
“
have something
to learn from
online dispute
resolution
on eBay and
elsewhere….

”

Online dispute resolution options, including court and non-court-based online
dispute resolution services, should also be expanded where possible and appropriate,
particularly for small claims matters,111 debt and consumer issues,112 property
assessment appeals113 and others. As Lord Neuberger, President of the U.K. Supreme
Court recently stated, “We may well have something to learn from online dispute
resolution on eBay and elsewhere….”114
3.3 Court and Tribunal Services Must Provide Appropriate Services for SelfRepresented Litigants
Appropriate and accessible processes must be readily available for litigants who
represent themselves on their own, or with limited scope retainers. All who work

- Lord Neuberger, President

in the formal dispute resolution system must be properly trained to assist litigants

of U.K. Supreme Court

in ways that meet their dispute resolution needs to the extent that it is reasonably
possible to do so.115 To achieve this goal, courts and tribunals must be coordinated
and integrated with the ERSS information and service providers (some of which may
be located within courts and tribunal buildings).116 Law and family law information
centres should be expanded and integrated with all court services.117 Civil and family
duty counsel and pro bono programs (including lawyers and students) should also be
expanded.118
3.4 Case Management Should be Promoted and Available in All Appropriate Cases
Timely — often early — judicial case management should be readily available. In
addition, where necessary, case management officers, who may be lawyers, duty
counsel, or other appropriately trained people, should be readily available at all courts
and tribunals for all cases, with the authority to assist parties to manage their cases
and to help resolve their disputes.119
Parties should be encouraged to agree on common experts; to use simplified notices;
to plead orally where appropriate (to reduce the cost and time of preparing legal
materials); and, generally, to talk to one another about solving problems in a timely
and cost-effective manner.120 Judges and tribunal members should not hesitate to use
their powers to limit the number of issues to be tried and the number of witnesses to
be examined. Scheduling procedures should also be put into place to allow for fasttrack trials where possible.
Overall, judges, tribunal members, masters, registrars and all other such court
officers should take a strong leadership role in promoting a culture shift toward
high efficiency, proportionality and effectiveness through the management of cases.
Of course, justice according to law must always be the ultimate guide by which to
evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of judicial and tribunal processes.
3.5 Court and Tribunal Processes and Procedures Must Be More Accessible and
User-Friendly
The guiding principles in part 2 of the report — specifically including (pt.2.1) putting
the public first, (pt.2.4) simplification, coherence, proportionality and sustainability,
and (pt.2.6) a focus on outcomes – must animate court and tribunal innovations and
reforms. The technology in all courts and tribunals must be modernized to a level
that reflects the electronic needs, abilities and expectations of a modern society.
Interactive court forms should be widely accessible. Scheduling, e-filing121 and docket
management should all be simplified and made easily accessible and all court and
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tribunal documents must be accessible electronically (both on site and remotely).122
Courts and tribunals should be encouraged to develop the ability to generate real
time court orders.123 Courthouse electronic systems should be integrated with other
ERSS electronic and self-help services.
Teleconferencing, videoconferencing and internet-based conferencing (e.g. Skype)
should be widely available for all appearance types, including case management,
status hearings, motions, applications, judicial dispute resolution proceedings,
mediation,124 trials and appeals, etc.125
Better public communication, including through the use of social and other media,
should be encouraged to demystify the court and tribunal process.126 Overall, and in all
cases, rules and processes should be simplified to promote and balance the principles
of proportionality, simplification, efficiency, fairness and justice.127
3.6 Judicial Independence and Ethical Responsibilities
The innovations advanced in this report do not and must not undermine the
importance of judicial independence or the ethical standards that judges strive to
meet.128 Rather, they must complement and reinforce these important principles.

4. Make Coordinated and Appropriate Multidisciplinary Family Services Easily
Accessible – By 2018129
Major change is urgently needed in the family justice system.130 The Family Justice
Working Group Report sets out a comprehensive list of suggested reforms.
That report is readily accessible and it is not necessary to reproduce all of its
recommendations here. Instead we set out some of the main themes.
4.1 Progressive Values Must Guide All Family Justice Services
The core values, aims and principles that should guide all family justice reforms
include: conflict minimization; collaboration; client-focus; empowered families;
integration of multidisciplinary services; timely resolution; affordability; voice, fairness,
safety; and proportionality.131
4.2 A Range of Family Services Must be Provided
A range of accessible and affordable services and options — in the form of a
family justice services continuum — must be available and affordable for all family
law problems (see Fig. 3). The family justice services system should offer an array
of dispute resolution options to help families resolve their disputes, including
information, mediation, collaborative law, parenting coordination, and adjudication.
Early “front end” services in the family justice services system should be expanded.132
Specifically, this means allocating resources so as to make front-end services highly
visible, easy to access and user-friendly; coordinating and integrating the delivery
of all services for separating families; and making triage services (i.e. effective
channeling of people to required services), including assessment, information and
referral, available for all people with family law problems.
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Figure 3: Family Justice Services Continuum133
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4.3 Consensual Approaches to Dispute Resolution Should Be Integrated as Far as
Possible into the Family Justice System
We need to expand significantly the availability of integrated family programs and
services to support the proactive management of family law-related problems and
to facilitate early, consensual family dispute resolution and to support a broader and
deeper integration of consensual values and problem-solving approaches into the
justice system culture.134
4.4 Innovation Across the Family Justice System Must Be Encouraged135
A number of specific family justice innovations are suggested below.
•

Law society regulation of family lawyers should explicitly address and support the
non-traditional knowledge, skills, abilities, traits and attitudes required by lawyers
optimally to manage family law files.136

•

Ministries of Justice, Bar associations, law schools, mediators, collaborative
practitioners, PLEI providers and — to the extent appropriate — the judiciary,
should contribute to and advocate for enhanced public education and
understanding about the nature of collaborative values and the availability of
consensual dispute resolution (CDR) procedures in the family justice system.

•

Before filing a contested application in a family matter (but after filing initial
pleadings), parties should be required to participate in a single non-judicial CDR
session. Rules should indicate the types of processes that are included and ensure
they are delivered by qualified professionals. Exemptions should be available
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where the parties have already participated in CDR, for cases involving family

Free or
subsidized CDR
services should
be available
to those who
cannot afford
them.

violence, or where it is otherwise urgent for one or both parties to appear before
the court. Free or subsidized CDR services should be available to those who
cannot afford them.
•

Except in cases of urgency and consent orders, information sessions should be
mandatory for self-represented litigants and all parents with dependent children.
The sessions should take place as early as possible and before parties can
appear in court. At a minimum, the following information should be provided:
how to parent after separation and the effects of conflict on children; basic legal
information; information about mediation and other procedural options; and
information about available non-legal family services.

•

Jurisdictions should expand reliance upon properly trained and supervised
paralegals, law students, articling students and non-lawyer experts to provide a
range of services to families with legal problems.

4.5 Courts Should Be Restructured to Better Handle Family Law Issues137
Recognizing that each jurisdiction would have its own version of the unified court
model, to meet the needs of families and children, jurisdictions should consider
whether implementation of a unified family court would be desirable.
A unified family court should retain the benefits of provincial family courts, including
their distinctive and simplified procedures, and should have its own simplified rules,
forms and dispute resolution processes that are attuned to the distinctive needs and
limited means of family law participants. The judges presiding over proceedings in
the court should be specialized. They should have or be willing to acquire substantive
and procedural expertise in family law; the ability to bring strong dispute resolution
skills to bear on family cases; training in and sensitivity to the psychological and
social dimensions of family law cases (in particular, family violence and the impact of
separation and divorce on children); and an awareness of the range of family justice
services available to the families appearing before them.
Jurisdictions that do not consider implementation of a unified family court to be
desirable or feasible should take into consideration the hallmarks of unified family
courts as set out above and strive to provide them as far as appropriate and possible.
Family courts should adopt simplified procedures for smaller or more limited family
law disputes. The same judge should preside over all pre-trial motions, conferences
and hearings in family cases.
4.6 Substantive Family Law Should Be Modernized to Reflect More Consensual and
Supportive Approaches to Dispute Resolution138
Canadian family law statutes should encourage CDR processes as the norm in family
law, and the language of substantive law should be revised to reflect that orientation.
Substantive family laws should provide more support for early and complete
disclosure by providing for positive obligations to govern all stages of a case as well
as serious consequences for failure to comply. Overall, substantive family laws should
be simpler and offer more guidance by way of rules, guidelines and presumptions.
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B. INSTITUTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL GOALS
5. Create Local and National Access to Justice Implementation Mechanisms –
By 2016
5.1 Create and Support Coordinated Local Access to Justice Implementation
Commissions (AJICs)
No one department or agency has sole responsibility for the delivery of justice in
Canada.139 That, in our view, is a core reason for why the improvement of access to
justice continues to be such a challenge. For coherent, collaborative and coordinated
change to occur, mechanisms need to be available in all provinces and territories.
Where such collaborative mechanisms already exist, they need to be supported and
perhaps reformed where necessary. Where they do not already exist, they need to be
created and supported. While each region will have to identify or design a structure
to suit its own particular needs, some structure or institution is needed to promote,
design and implement change on a sustained and ongoing basis.140 Where new
financial or other support is required, it should not come at the expense of service to
the public and respect for local organizations and providers. After all, it will be these
local organizations, along with others, who will have the important ideas for moving
forward together.
In order to provide some assistance in terms of what these mechanisms might look
like, particularly in jurisdictions in which such mechanisms do not already exist or are
not adequately developed and supported, we set out here an example of the kind
of mechanism and approach we have in mind. For the purpose of this report, we
call these mechanisms local standing access to justice implementation commissions
(AJICs).
5.2 Broad-Based Membership
The membership of AJICs should be broadly based, with judicial and court
administration participation, combined with multi-stakeholder collaboration, through
top down and bottom up coherent, collaborative and consultative approaches. The
public – through various representative organizations – should play a central role.
The kinds of individuals and organizations that should be part of these committees
include the member organizations of the Action Committee, as well as other relevant
stakeholder groups and individuals.141
Members from the justice sector must be directly linked at a leadership level with their
organizations and must commit for a minimum of three years. In addition to volunteer
individual members, AJICs need to have administrative staff and support. The modest
support needed for AJICs should come from stakeholders. The AJICs must consist
of leaders who are champions of change who will form strong guiding coalitions for
change.142
There are innovative and efficient ways of bringing these sorts of mechanisms
together. Local centres, in-person meetings, electronic and distance participation, and
other accessible methods – including the use of social media, streaming, blogging,
and other broad-based and participatory tools – should be considered. These tools
should also allow for meaningful public engagement and feedback where possible.
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5.3 Innovation and Action-Oriented Terms of Reference
AJICs must be innovative and action-oriented, not just advisory. They need to inspire,
lead and support change by clearly defining problems and crafting solutions and
assisting with the piloting, implementation and evaluation of reforms. Early on in the
process, AJICs should follow up on various recent mapping initiatives143 to build on
some of the good work that has been done in identifying key players and important
initiatives in the access to justice communities.
Key priority areas need to be targeted and promising initiatives developed and
pursued, likely through the formation of innovation and implementation working
groups within the various AJICs. For example, priority areas could include legal
and court services, family law, early resolution services,144 legal aid, legal education
in schools, homelessness, poverty and administrative law, etc. The work and
recommendations of the Action Committee, it is hoped, will provide a good place
to start.
5.4 Other Sector and Institution Specific Access to Justice Groups
In addition to standing AJICs, other access to justice groups should be encouraged
where appropriate in the context of individual organizations and sectors. For example,
all courts and tribunals should have an access to justice committee designed to
conduct self-studies, share best practices, review performance, develop innovations,
etc. Further, all law societies,145 Bar associations146 and law schools should create
internal standing access to justice committees. These groups should be connected to
the AJICs, to avoid duplication and facilitate coordination.
5.5 Establish Permanent National Access to Justice Organization
In addition to the AJICs, a national organization should be established or created
within an existing organization or organizations to promote and monitor, on a
long-term basis, access to civil and family justice in Canada.147 Specifically, it will
monitor and promote a national access to justice policy framework, best practices
and standards,148 identify and share information, review international developments,
potentially conduct and support research on pressing access to justice issues, support
“train-the-trainer” programs in the context of AJICs, etc. This organization, which will
be critical for continuing the reform agenda following the completion of the Action
Committee’s work, will provide a coordinated voice to the access to justice agenda
in Canada.

6. Promote a Sustainable, Accessible and Integrated Justice Agenda through
Legal Education – By 2016
6.1 Law School, Bar Admission and Continuing Life Long Learning
Law schools, bar admission programs and continuing legal education providers
should put a modern access to justice agenda at the forefront of Canadian legal
education. This agenda will be an important part of a new legal reform culture. While
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law faculties will need to develop their own particular research and teaching agendas,
and recognizing that many innovative initiatives have already begun, the following
initiatives should be developed and expanded.
•

Modules, courses and research agendas focused specifically on access to justice,
professionalism, public service, diversity, pluralism and globalization.149 The needs
of all individuals, groups and communities, and in particular self-represented
litigants, aboriginal communities, immigrants, other marginalized and vulnerable
groups and rural communities should be specifically considered.

•

Increased skills based learning that focuses on consensual dispute resolution,150
alternative dispute resolution and other non-adversarial skills.151

•

Social, community, poverty law, mediation and other clinical, intensive and
experiential programs.

•

The theory and practice of family law should be promoted as a central feature of
the law school program.

•

Research and promotion of different ways of delivering legal services that
provide affordable and accessible services to the public as well as a meaningful
professional experience for lawyers, including a reasonable standard of living.152

Similarly, bar admission programs and continuing legal education providers should
promote access to justice as a central feature of essentially all lawyering programs.153
6.2 Promote Access to Justice Education in Primary, Secondary and Post-Secondary
Education
Primary, secondary and post-secondary education should promote teaching and
learning about access to justice, law and a just society. Building legal capacity through
education helps people to manage their lives, property and relationships, to avoid
problems and also to understand and address them effectively when they do arise.
As one respondent to a recent access to justice survey put it: “[J]ustice incorporates
our life ... perhaps it can be taught in school as a life skill so that kids are more aware
of what it means to make a choice and do the right thing for themselves and each
other.”154
A national dialogue involving Ministries of Education, Ministries of Justice, legal
educators, relevant community groups and others should be promoted to push
forward a common access to justice framework for schools,155 colleges and
universities. AJICs should play an important role here.
7. Enhance the Innovation Capacity of the Civil and Family Justice System
– By 2016
We need to expand the innovation capacity at all levels and in all sectors of the
justice system. The national access to justice organization could be a key leader in
this capacity building process, along with the AJICs, other access to justice groups,
researchers and others. Research on what exists, what works and what is needed,
along with evaluations and metrics of success, will all be important aspects of
building innovation capacity.156
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C. RESEARCH AND FUNDING GOALS
8. Support Access to Justice Research to Promote Evidence-Based Policy Making
– By 2015
8.1 Promote a National Access to Justice Research and Innovation Agenda that is
both Aspirational and Practical
This goal is directed primarily to researchers and governments, but additionally to all
those who care about working with and improving the system – including AJICs, etc.
A national research and innovation agenda should be both aspirational and practical.
Innovative and forward thinking will be central to this project.157 Equally important
to this process, however, will be to look at what works.158 Collaboration among legal
researchers, economists, social scientists, health care researchers and others should
be encouraged.

8.2 Develop Metrics of Success and Systems of Evaluation
Reliable and meaningful metrics and benchmarks need to be established across
all levels of the system in order to evaluate the effects of reform measures. We
need better information in the context of increasing demand, increasing costs and
stretched fiscal realities.159

9. Promote Coherent, Integrated and Sustained Funding Strategies – By 2016
Although research on the costs and benefits of delivering and not delivering
accessible justice is still developing,160 there is meaningful evidence tending to
establish the benefits of sound civil and family economic investment.161 Money spent
on the resolution of legal problems results in individual and collective social, health
and economic benefits.162
Based on this developing body of research, a sustainable justice funding model —
recognizing the realities of current fiscal challenges but also recognizing the long
term individual and collective social and economic benefits that flow from sound
justice investment — needs to be encouraged and developed. There are several
aspects to this proposed funding model:
•

increased legal aid;

•

governments working with participants from all sectors of the justice community;

•

funding reallocation within the justice system and across public institutions as
better coordination, more effective front end services and better education
produce efficiencies;163 and

•

AJICs (which will require sustained funding themselves) to identify key research,
innovation and action items and to work collaboratively with the national access
to justice organization and others toward developing realistic and sustainable
funding goals and strategies.
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CONCLUSION

Access to justice is at a critical stage in Canada. Change is urgently needed.164

Access to
justice is at a
critical stage
in Canada....
Now is the
time to act.

This report provides a multi-sector national plan for reform. It is a roadmap, not
a repair manual. The approach is to provide leadership through the promotion of
concrete development goals. These are recommended goals, not dictates. Specific
local conditions or problems call for locally tailored approaches and solutions.
We believe that those responsible for implementing change — all local, provincial,
territorial and national justice system stakeholders — will find this roadmap useful
for making meaningful reforms in the service of the everyday justice needs of
Canadians. The timeframes attached to each development goal are suggestions.
They may change depending on the scope of the goal as well as on local needs
and conditions.
Although we face serious access to justice challenges, there are many reasons to
be optimistic about our ability to bridge the current implementation gap by pursuing
concrete access to justice reforms. People within and beyond the civil and family
justice system are increasingly engaged by access to justice challenges and many
individuals and organizations are already working hard for change.
We hope that the work of the Action Committee and in particular this report will
lead to:
•

a measurable and significant increase in civil and family access to justice within
5 years;

•

a national access to justice policy framework that is widely accepted and
adopted;

•

local jurisdictions, through AJICs with strong multi-sector leadership, putting
in place strategies and mechanisms for meaningful and sustainable change;

•

a permanent national body being created and supported to promote, guide
and monitor meaningful local and national access to justice initiatives;

•

access to civil and family justice becoming a topic of general civic discussion
and engagement – an issue of everyday individual and community interest and
wellbeing; and

•

the public being placed squarely at the centre of all meaningful civil and family
justice education and reform efforts.

In this report we have described the need, set out the guiding principles and provided
a roadmap for change. Now it is time to act.

Conclusion
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Effective Resolution to Legal Problems”, supra note 17.
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For example, according to one Australian study in the
specific context of family cases, legal aid assistance
in relation to courts and dispute resolution services
demonstrated a positive efficiency benefit for the
justice system. Specifically, these benefits reportedly
outweighed the costs of providing the services in a
range from a return of $1.60 to $2.25 for every dollar
spent. See PricewaterhouseCoopers, Economic value of
legal aid: Analysis in relation to Commonwealth funded
matters with a focus on family law, supra note 29 at
ix and c. 5. According to a different U.S.-based study,
the return on investment for every $1 spent on civil
legal aid funding was as high as $6. See Public Welfare
Foundation, “Natural Allies: Philanthropy and Civil Legal
Aid” (Washington, D.C.: Public Welfare Foundation
and the Kresge Foundation, 2013) at 3, online: Public
Welfare Foundation <http://www.publicwelfare.org/
NaturalAllies.pdf> [citation omitted]. See further John
Greacen, The Benefits and Costs of Programs to Assist
Self-Represented Litigants, Results from Limited Data
Gathering Conducted by Six Trial Courts in California’s
San Joaquin Valley, Final Report (San Francisco:
Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office
of the Courts, Centre for Families, Children and the
Courts, 3 May 2009).
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of New York (New York: State of New York Unified
Court System, 23 November 2010) at 25-26. For other
reports, see e.g. Jonah Kushner, Legal Aid in Illinois:
Selected Social and Economic Benefits (Chicago:
Social IMPACT Research Center, May 2012); Laura K.
Abel, “Economic Benefits of Civil Legal Aid” (National
Center for Access to Justice at Cardozo Law School,
4 September 2012); Laura K. Abel and Susan Vignola,
“Economic Benefits Associated with the Provision of
Civil Legal Aid” (2010-2011) 9 Seattle J. Soc. Just. 139;
Maryland Access to Justice Commission, Economic
Impact of Civil Legal Services in Maryland (Maryland:
Access to Justice Commission, 1 January 2013); The
Perryman Group, The Impact of Legal Aid Services
on Economic Activity in Texas: An Analysis of Current
Efforts and Expansion Potential (Waco, TX: Perryman
Group, February 2009). For a useful discussion of
these and other studies, see Canadian Bar Association,
Standing Committee on Access to Justice, “Future
Directions for Legal Aid Delivery”, supra note 78 at 9-11.
The Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, “The Cost
of Justice: Weighing the Costs of Fair and Effective
Resolution to Legal Problems” research project, supra
note 17, is considering potential allocation issues related
to various costs of civil and family justice.
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According to Justice Thomas Cromwell, “We have a
window of opportunity that comes along quite rarely.
Let’s not blow it.” Hon. Thomas A. Cromwell, quoted in
Jeremy Hainsworth, “‘Window of opportunity’ closing
to fix country’s access to justice” The Lawyers Weekly
(10 May 2013), online: Lawyers Weekly <http://www.
lawyersweekly.ca/index.php?section=article&article
id=1895>.
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For example, according to a recent U.S. study, money
spent on civil legal assistance for protecting against
domestic violence had a significant positive protective
outcome. It also had a significant collective economic
impact, reportedly saving costs for the Interest on
Lawyers Account Fund of New York State for medical
care, lost wages, police resources, counseling for
affected children, etc., in the amounts of $6 million in
2009 and $36 million over the years 2005-2009. See
the Task Force to Expand Access to Civil Legal Services
in New York, Report to the Chief Judge of the State
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